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STATEMENT OF FOCUS

Individually Guided. EdUcation (IGE) is a neW comprehensive system
of.elementary education. The.following components of the IGE system
are in varying stages of development and implementation: a new'
organization for instruction and related administrative.arrangements;
a model .of instructional programing for the individual student; and,
curriculum camponents in prereading, reading, mathematice, motivation,
and environmental. education.. The developient of other curriculum
components, of a system formanaging instruction.by computer, and of
instructional strategies is needed to complete the system. Continuing
programmatic.research is required to provide a sound knowledge base for
the .components uhder development and for improved second generation .

components. Finally, systematic iMplementation is eseential so that
the products willqunction properly in the IGE schools.

The-Center plans and carries Out the research, development; and
implementation compOnents of its IGE program in this sequence:
'(1) identify the needs and delimit the component problem area;-
(2) assess the possible constraints7-financial resources 'and availability

-of staff; (3) formulate general plans and specific procedures for
. solving the problems; (4),secuke and allOcate human and material
resourCesto carry out the plans;. (5) provide for effective communication
among personnel and efficient management of activities and resources;
and (6).evaluate the effectiveness of each activity and its contri-
bution to the total program and 'correct any difficulties through
feedback mechanisms and appropriate management techniques.'.

or
A self-reneWing system of elementary education is projected in

each participating elementary school, i.e.., one which is lees dependent
on external sources fok direction and is more responsive to the needs
of the children attending each particular school. In. the IGE schools,
Center-developed and other curriculum products compatible with the
Center's instructional programing model will-lead.to higher morale
and job satisfaction among educational.personnel. Each developmental
product makes its unique contribution to IGE as it is implemented in
the schools. The various research components add to the /knowledge of .

Center practitioners; developers, and theorists.
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ABSTRACT

The lessons and test which comprise this paper were used in two
experiments which.studied the effects of discovery and expository
modes of presentation on_retention and transfer. The methodology
And results of the experfments are briefly summarized. Eight lessons
are included: (a) two introductory lessons; (b) three lessons in the
expository mode, one on triangles and two on quadrilaterals; and
(c) three lessons in the discovery mode, one on triangles and two on
quadrilaterals. Also included is a 28-item multiple-choice test dealing
with concepts presented in the quadrilateral lessons.

vii



INTRODUCTION

Although various definitions of "discovery" and "expository" methods

.of teaching have been.offered by psychologists. (cf.',.Scott, 1970, Ch. 2),,

the discOvery and expository lessons contained in this paper use methods

of presentation Which conform to Worthen's .(1968) definitions of these

terms. Worthen defined discovery and exPository.teaching in terms of

the presentation sequence of stimulus material's. Discovery teaching

..was'defined by him as "a method in which verbalization of each concept or

-generalization is delayed until the end of the instructional sequence

by which the concept or generalization is to be taught" (p. 3). Ex-

pository teaching was defined as "a method in which the'verbalization

of.the required concept or generalization is the initial step in the

instructiOnal sequence by which the,concept or generalization s to be

taught" (p. 3).

The materials.which comprise this paper were used in two experi-

ments which compared the effects of discovery and,expository methods

of teaching. Advocates of.the discovervy method have suggested that*

concepts learned by this method are remembered.better than concepts

learned by an expository method. Further, they have suggested that

students who experience a discovery method of teaching not only learn

the material being taught, but acquire a different approach to learning

which can transfer to new situations. To test these claims, experiments

were carried out which (a) compared the effects of discovery and eX-

pository methods on retention, and (b) tested whether teaching one

set of concepts by either a discovery or an expository method influenced

the learning of a second set of concepts.

7



To compare the effects of discovery and expository Methods of

-Presentation on retention, four "quadrilateral" concepts .(quadrilaterali

:rhonibus,'Parallelogram, and trapezoid) were presented in lessons written

in either a discovery or an expository mode. The learning of the

quadrilateral cbncepts required knowledge of prerequisite cbncepts

such as line segment and angle. The prerequisite conéepts imre pre-
/

sented in two introductory lessons.

The concepts taught in both the introductory and the quadrilateral

lessons are, frequently introduced in siXth-grade textbooks and were,

therefore, thought to be appropriate for the Sixth graders who took

part in the experiment. Great care was taken to insure that the reading

level ofthe materials was appropriate for the average sixth grader.

While students studied the lessons, proctors were available to answer

')

any questions regarding the meaning of difficult words. -Few such questions

7
were raised. The reading level was, therefore, beli7ved to be well-chosen.

Knowledge of the concepts was tested by a multiple-choice test which

is included in this paper. Since it was of interest to compare the re-
,

-
tention of the concepts by the.discovery and expogitory,groups, children

were tested e101er 1, 11, or 21 days after they studied the lessons.

The multiple-choice test administered was'a revision of a test developed

by Frayer (1970). A completion-type test was embedded in the lessons

themselves to focus the attention of both the expository and fdlscovery

groups on the types of questions which would be asked in the

choice test. Production and multiple7-choice test items,were matched

in terms of the number and%tature of the questions dealing with each

concept.
8
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Results of the study showed that the materials presented in'the

discovery.mode produced the greatest long-term retention, with the

test. Scores-Of subjectS receiving these Materials actually increasing

over the 21-day period. Test scdres of subjects who received the

materials presented in the expository mode decreased over the 21-day

period.

To determine whether practice in learning from material presented

Th either t1ie-al7scovery or expository mode Would affea new learning

n one of these modes, two sets of concepts were presented. First,

six "triartgle" concepts.(triangle, equilateral triaxg11sce1es
3

triangle, acute angle triangle, right angle triangle, and obtuse.angle

triangle) were presented. .The tiiangie and quadrilat ral concepts,

were presented to different groups of children in fcur lesson sequences:

discovery-discove,., expository-expoSitory, discovery-expOsitory, and

expository-.2iscovery.

The,hypotheFlis was thaf'students wiv) learned both sets of cAcepts

by the same instrutlonal method would learn the second set of concepts

better than students who learned the sets of concepts by different

methods. Higher performance would result from practice in learning

by the particular instructional method. To test the hypothes, mastery,

of the second set of concepts (the quadrilateral concepts) was assessed

by administering the multiple-choice test immediately after completion

of the lessons. Results showed that.knowledge of the quadrilateral

concepts did not differ for the various sequences of.discovery and ex-

pository .modes.of presentation. Thus, practice in learning by.a particular

.instructional method did not facilitate learning.



The lessons and the teSts used in the two expeiiments which have

been described are idcluded in this paper. The lessons are almost

entirely.self-sufficient. Services of an'instructor or proctor are

needed only to read the inStructions and.the word list and to asaist
\

students who have difficulty reading particular Words or items... The
. .-1.

content of the lessons and test are Outlined below.

Introductory Lessons

The introdqctory.lessons present concepts which are prerequisite
.

.

to learning triangle and quadrilateral concepts. The lessons have..a

modified linear programming format which requires the student to respond

to each item. Imm diate feedback is provided for each item. The material-

\
contained in, the i trodUctory lessons is intended to be comprehensive,

so that students m4y be able to understand the lessons even if they have

had no prior training A geometry. The concepts presented in each intro-

ductory lesson are.as follows:

Introductory Lesson I--point, line segment, line, ray, angle,

right angle, acute angle, and.dbtuse angle.

Introductory Lesson II--open curve, closed curve, simple closed

curve, plane, solid, polygon, intersect, parallel, opposite sides,

and equal length.

Expository Lessons

-

In the expository lessons the name of the concept is given, followed

by a definition which points out the relevant attributes of the concept.

This is followed by a series of figures, eachaccompanied by a statement in-

dicating whether or not the figure is an example of the concept, why it is or
Nfr

'is not, and what the.nattributes of the figure are. No overt respqnse is required

4
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of the student while studying the lessons: The content of each ex-

pository lesson is as follows:

Lesson--triangle, equilateral triangle, isosceles triangle,

acute angle triangle, right angle triangle and obtuse angle.triangle.

Quadrilateral Lesson I--quadrilateral,.rhomb06, arid completion-type

tests for quadrilateralAnd rhombus.

Quadrilateral Lesson II--parallelogram, trapezoid, and completion-

Discovery Lessons

.In the discovery method of presentation the concept is introduced

1
.

by a general statement giving, the concept name and telling the student

\

that the following f1 igures will help him to learn the concept. This

statement is followed by a series of figures The:student is given
I

\

instructions to examihe,these figures carefu ly,inoting their likenesses

and differences. 7le 'figures are .accompanied 13y questions which encourage

A

the stUdent to focus on certain attributes of the figures. The series

.of figures is folloWed by questions which aSk the studeht to identify

the\figures which are alike, and how those figures are alike. Feedback

is provided for these questions. Finally the concept name is stated,

again, followed by a definition which p9ints out the relevant attributes

of the concept.

The examples used in the expository and the discovery lessons are'

precisely the same. Thus, the\humber, sequence, and ratio of positive

to negative examples of the concept are the same for both methods Of

\

presentation. The content of eaChdiscOvery lesson is.as follows:



Triangle Leason--triangle, equilateral triangle, isceies triangle,

'acute angle triangle, right angle triangle, and 9tuse angle triangle.

Quadrilateral LeasonJ--quadrilateral, rhombus, and'completion-type

tests for quadrilateral and rhombus.
11

Quadrilateral Lesson II--parallelogram, trapezoid, and ompletion-

type tests for parallelogram and trapezoid.

Tests of deometry.Knowledge

\

The items for both the completion-type test and the multiple-choice

test were taken from tests developed byi'rayer (1970). Five tYpes of

iteia were used, testing knowledge Of attribute examples, coxceptecamples,

concePt nonexamples, relevant,attributes, and concept defini ions. \The

and number of items, hut

answers while the multiii e-

two tests were parallel in content, item types,

the completion-type test required production of

choice test required recognition.of answers.

Completion-Type Test--The items of this test are cOntained.in

Quadrilateral.Lessohs I and II, both expository and diacovery modes.

These items may be used\to determine how well students know each

concept immediately aftetylearning.,

Multiple-Choice Test--Thia\test is eAitied-"Tests of Geometry

Knowledge: Form J§"..and is cluded as the final compOnent oNhis

paper.. The test may be given\at some time interVal after completion

of the lessons in order to determine retention of learning.

12
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INTRODUCTORY LESSON I
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.>

Word List

Here, is a list of words that are used in this lesson. SoMe of the

words may be new ones for you.
1 -

Look cirefully at each word as I read it to you. Then say the word

aloud with me when I\,repeat it.

1. location 9. angle

2. represent 10. acute angle

3. point 11. obtuse angle

4. cohnect 12. arrowhead

5. curve 13. ray

6. endpoint, 14. figure

7. segment 15. space

8. direction

1 5

10



1. A pOint is a location in spice. To represent points,
we use dots. A dot is not really a point, but it stands
for a point.

In the box/below, how many points

are ,represented by dots?

2. We name a point by placing a capital letter near the
dot which represents it.

sC

How many points are pictured?

What are ihe names of the points?

16

11

3

A, B, and C



A path connecting one point to another point is called
a curve.

The curve shown below connects

andpoints

4. .Curves may be given the name of the points which they'

connect. For example, the curve shown below may be
called FG or GF.

Now look at the curve below.

It may be called or

12

17



5. A line segment is,the. shortest curve that can be draWn
between two points. It is Straight and .does not bend.
This might sound'strange at first,- but this is so. A
line segment is straight but,it is only a special kind'
of a curve.

Look at the drawing below. Curve 1 and curve 2
.
both connecp points X and Y.

1

2

Which curve is shorter, curve 1 or curve 2?

Are the three figures shown below curves?

Which of the curves is.a line segment?

13

18

Curve 2, that.is,
line. segment,XY.

Remember that,
even thoughl.t:,.

is. straight it-
can be'called a
curve.

Yes

MN (or NM)



6. The line segment Shown below ends with points C and D.
C and D are called etidpoidts,of line segment CD..

What are the endpoints of.the line segment

shown below?

Wb at. are the endpoints df the line segment

shown below?

19

14

S and T'

R and'S. The,
endpoints need
not be.repre-
sente4 by_duts.
In fact,'Iine
segments)lie

usually'drawn
without dots.



7. Look at-the line segment,CD-Shown beloW. It is made
up of the endpoints C and.D, and' all points on the line
segment between C and D. There are more points on the
line segment CD than you could count.

C

Below is an example.of just a fdw of the points
on a line segment. There is a letter above
each one so that you.can name it.

C MO RTS

fl

There are many, many.points on thel line segment.
shown below, but only points W and X have been
named. Mark two-other points on the line SegL.
ment with dots, and name them Y and Z.

\

2 0

15

w YZx
or

w ZY X1110411040
or any other two
points between
W and X.



shiirt.way of writing "line segment DE" is DE._

6 What is a short way of writing "line

sekment PQ?"

lb
What is a short wa)i of writing "line

segment gs?"

9. XY is a short way of saying "line segment XY.". When

you see XY you read it'by saying "line segment XY."

What would you read whenyou-see BC?

c..

What would you read when you see RT?

16

21

PQ

RS

line segment B

line segment RT



10. A line segment has endpOints, but a line has no endpoints.
&line is a set of points which goes on and on in both di-

: rections. Arrowheads-on the drawing of a line are used
'to show that the'line goes on and on and on in both direc-

.tions, forever.

The drawing below shos4s a picture of line segment

RS (RS).

Does this line segment have endpoints?

Does the line segment go all.the way to the

.sides of the page?

Could you makeAhe line segment longer by using your

'ruler and making it go on until it,reached both sides

of the page?

If the page were wider, could yoU make the

line segment even longer?

Is alf of the line shown in this drawing?

17

2 2

/es (Remember
you do not need ,

-dots to represent

the/endpoints.)

No

Yes

Yes

No (The

line goes
on and on
in both
directions.)



11. Find the dot named A on the line shown below. This
dot represents one point on the line. It is called
point A. ,There are so Many points on the line:that
we cannot mark them All. Only point A is marked.

What are the names of the points marked on

the line shown below?

12. We saw that a line segment was named by the two letters
which name its endpoints. A line has no endpoints so
we have to name it by picking any two points on the line.
For example, the line shown below could be called line
EF, line FG,, or line EG.

Or, the line shown below could be called 20 or X2 or XO.

What are three names that could be given to the line

clrawn below?

R, S, and T

line XY (or.,yX
'line YZ (or ZY
and line XZ (o
ZX)



13. Sometimes we are interested in only-part of a line.

On the line shown below, find line segment XY (XY).

Is line segment XY a part of line XZ?

-

Is line segment YZ a part of lineXZ?

Is line segment XZ a.part of line XZ?

2 4

19

Yes

'Yes

Yes



14.. In question 13 you saw that,-a line segment .is part
of a line.- Now we will look at another part of a line.
It is called a ray. It begins at a point and goes on
and on in one direction without end.

Look at the drawing of a line below.

Trace with your pencil owthe line shown,above.
Begin at point M and go on and on to the right
past point N. The part of the line you traced
is called a ray.

Look at the drawing of a ray shown below.

It has one endpoint. The other end has an arrow to
show that it really goes on and on. The endpoint of
this ray is V. Do not be confused by the arrawheid.
Rememberthat the arrow does not repretent a point
but instead shows that the ray goes on and on in the
direction it shows.

Does the ray have an endpoint?

What is.the name of the endpoint?

Does the ray go on and on in one direction.

without end?

Does the ray go on and on .inboth -directions

.withont end? 2 5

20

Yoe

. Yes



15. When we want to give a ray a name, we use two letters.
The letter of the endpoint comes first. For example,
the endpoint of the ray:shown below is P, so, we will
call the ray PQ.

.Aihen you see the name of a ray you know that the first etter
is.always the endpoint.

Now look at the ray shown below.

do.

What is the endpoint of this rayl

Aihat is the name of this ray? (Remember that the
A

first letter is always,,the.endpoint)

What is the name ot the endpoint of.a ray 11

named GT?

2 6

21

HB,(nots BR)

G (not T)



16.. We saw that a line goes on and on in two directions and has
no endpoints. ,A ray goes on an on in one direction and
has one endpoint. Naw look at the.figure below.

Does this.figure.go on and on in both direc-.

tions or in only one direction?

Haw many endpoints does it,have?

Does theligUre represent a line or a ray?

17. Look at the drawing below.

Does the drawing represent a set of points that

go on and on in both directions or in only one

direction?

Haw many endpoints.does it have?

Does the drawing represent a line or a ray?

22

27

In only one

direction

One

ray

In both

directions

None

line



18. Sometimes two rays have the ,same endpoint. When two
rays begin at the same point, they form an angle.

Look at the figure drawn below.

What is thename of.the endpoint.of ray FC?

What is the name of the endpoint of ray FL?

Do rays 7C and FL have the same endpoint?

Now look at the next figure.

How many rays are pictured?

Do the rays have the same endpoint?

28

23

Yes (F)

2

Yes



19. In the drawings below, angles formed by rays beginning
at the same point are marked with an X.

On the drawings below, put an X by each angle.

Which of thefollowing figures shows an

angle?

a.

2 9

24



20. Sometimes in pictures of angles, we use line segments
instead of rays. For example, the letter N is made
up of line segments which fofm two angles. Both of
these angles are marked with an X on the large letter N
shown below.

Put an X in the three angles formed by the
letter M shown below.

Put an X in each angle formed by -the line
segments in ,ihe.following figures.' ,

3 0

25

el



21. Look at the angle'made by rays XY and XZ in the figure

below.

This is a picture of a special kind of angle called a

right angle. ,,This kind of angle may also be called a

IIsquare corner.

In some of the lessons which.you will be doing ypu will

be asked if an angle- is a right angle. You can check to

find out whether or not an angle is a right angle by placing

your ruler...in corner like-this:

Put the corner of the ,ruler at X and let the bottom

of the ruler lie along the bottom ray 2EZ:. Be sure that

the corner of the.ruler is touching the corner at X. Then

look at ray XY. If ray XY lies along the end of the ruler,

Eks, is shown here, then you can say that this is a right

angle.

26

3 1



.22. Now look at the angles drawn below. "Use your ruler to find

out which one is-a right,angle. Which.angle is a right

angle?'

a. b.

.23. Now look at the drawings below. Which one looks

like a right angle?

a.

Use your ruler to check your answer.

b

24., Use your ruler to find the right angles in the

figure below. Put an X in the right angles.

27

3 2



25, Look at this angle. It is not a right angle.

Use your_ruler to be sure.

You will notice that this angle is "smaller" than

a right angle.. If you wish to.think of it this

way,you might say that the space berween the rays

is smaller. This is called an acute angle.

You might also think of it in terms of the hands on the

clock. At a quarter till twelve or a quarter past twelve

the hands would make a right angle. At less than a quarter

till or a quarter past twelve, for example ten till or five

after,the hands make acute angles.

This is another acute angle-

Use your ruler to be sure of this.

3 3

28



26. Look at this figure.

Is it a right angle?

Is it'an acute angle?

Use your ruler.

27. Look at this figure;

Is it a right angle?
_ _

Is it an acute angle?

3 4

29

-1

Yes

Yes

No



28. Now look at this angle. It is npt a right angle and it

is not an acute angle either, Use your ruler to check.

It is "bigger" than a right angle,,or if you care io think

of it this way, the spacel)etween.theays in this angle,

is greater than the space between the rays of a right angle.

This is called an obtuse angle.

Use your ruler and check the angle. Is it "bigger" than a

angle;?

. \If_ydu wish to think Of the clock again, you might say that

when it is more than.a quarter before or after.twelve,,for

example at twenty till or twentyfive after, the handa make

1
an obtuse angle.

Now lOok at the two words carefully. Do not confuse

them as you will need to be able to tell acute and obtuse

and right angles,apart many times in the lessona which

follow.

ACUTE. Repeat-it-to yourself-a few-times,.then think_

.of an acute angle or find an example. Now write the word

here

OBTUSE. Repeat this to yourself a few times and think

of an obtuse angle or find an example. Now write the word

here _ _
Compare the word'and remember how they are different.

30
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29. Now look at this angle.

Is this 'a right angle?

.Is this an --Cute angle?

Is this an obtuse.angle?

/

'No

Use your ruler to check.

Remember the difference between acute and obtuse anglea.

Write theidiffetenCe here

c 3 6

31

No

Yes

An acute_angle.is
smaller than a
right angle: An
obtuse angle is
bigger .than a
right Angle.



3(3. In the figure below, use your ruler to find the acute

angle orAngles. Put an A in each acute angle.

31. In the figure below, use your ruler to test the Arigles.

Put an R in- each right angle, an 0 in each obtuse .angle,

and an A in each acute angle.
r.

37
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INTRODUCTORY LESSON II
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Word List

Here is a list of words that are used in this lesson. ,

Some of the words may be new ones for yOu.

Look carefully at each word as I read it to you. Then

say the word aloud with me when I repeat it.

1. description 8. common

2. simple 9._ intersect

3. non-simple 10, parallel

4. imagine 11. distance

5. surface 12 . oppos ite

6. geometric 13. , length

7. polygon

34
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4 A curve which has

Using your pencil,

endpoints is called an open curve

trace the drawing shown below.

D d you come back to where you started?
\

Does the drawing have endpoints?

Remember that endpoints need not have' doti.

Which of the drawings below shows an open curve; th
which one does

ats,
not come back to where it started? kfi

a b .

2. Which of these drawings is an open curve?

4 0

'b .



3. A figure that is drawn by returning to the starting

place has no-endpoints and is called a closed curve.

Trace the next drawing with your pencil.

Did you come back to where you started?

Does the drawing have endpoints?

Which of '-he following figures has no endpoints and

so could be called a clOsed curve?

b.

4. Which of these figures is a closed curve?

b.

41
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3

A closed curve which can be drawn without crossing itself

at any point is called a simple closed curve. Look at the

drawing below.

Does the drawing cross itself when you draw it?

Is it a simple closed curve?

6. Now look at the next drawings.

Which, is a simple closed curve?

Which of the figures below is a simple closed

curve?

a. b.

37
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7. The drawing shown below crosses itself at one point. It ig

not a simple closed curve. We.will call this kind of curve

a non-simple closed curve.

Whisk' of the drawings below is a non-simple closed

curve?

a .

Which of the drawings below is a non-simple closed

curve?

b.

4 3

38
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8. Think of the top of atable. Nal imagine that the table is
i

beginning to grow longer and longer,-and wider andj'igider,

getting bigger without end. A flat surface lik this that

goes in all directions without end is called,d plane.

The top of your desk is qat and is something like a

plane. Is your desk like a whole plane or only part of

a plane?

9. Figures which are made up of points all id the same plane

are called plane, figures. Lbok at the figure drawn below.

All of its points are in one plane, so it is called a

plane figure.

Now look at the next picture. It is a picture of a block.

Some of the points which make up the block are in different

planes. Since its points are not in one plane, the block

is not a plane figure. We call figures like this that have

points in different planes solid figures. The dotted lines

show the parts of the figure that we can't see.

Aft'.4
11^

39
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Only part

(Because the
desk has
edges and
doesn't go in
all.directions

+
without end.)



*
9. (con4nued)

Which Of the following figures represents

a plane figure?

a. b.

Which of the following figures represents

a Plane figure?

b

Which of the following drawings represents

a solid figure?

b.

4 5

40



9.:.(continued)

Which of the following drawings represents

'

a solid figure?

a. h.

10. _Connect the points beloW with line segments AB, BC and CA.

C.

B

Is your figure a simple closed curve?

Is your figure a plane figure?

4 6

41

.Yes

Yes



11. We give a special name to a plane simple closed curve

which is made by joining rine segments. We call it a

polygon. Look at the figure below.

Is it a simple clOsed curVe?

Is it a driwing of a plane figure?.

Is it made of line segments?

Is it a polygon?

12. Now look at this figure. ,

Is it a drawing of a plane figure?

Is it made up of line segments?

Is it a simple closed curve?

Is it a polygon?

42
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Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes (To be a
plane figure,
figure need nc
be a closed
figure.)

Yes

No

No



13. NoW look at.the drawing below.,

Is it a drawing of a plane figure?

Is it a simple closed curve?

Is it made up of line segments?

Is it a polygon?

Two lines are drawn below. These two lines go through.the

same point P. We call P a common point of the lines. When

two lines have a common point, we say the lines intersect.

Now look it the next figure.

^

Do the lines have a common point?

Do.the lines intersect?

43
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Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes



\\ 14. (continued)

Remember that the picture of a line shows only

part of a dine. Do the lines shown below

intersect even though the Picture doesn't show

a common point? (Remember that both lines go on And on.)

15. When two lines in the same plane do not intersect, we say

that the lines are parallel.

Look at the following figure.

.Do the lines intersect?

Are e4 lines parallel?

f

4 9
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No
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15. continued)

There,is one easy test you an use to find out whether

or not two lines are parallel Use your ruler as follows:

Place the end of your ruler flat against the top line

and draw a line along one side like this.

The angle marked X is a right angle, as we have seen.

Now tUrn the ruler around and check like this:

4 0

If the angle marked Y is also a right angle then you
can say that the lines are parallel.

ao in the rest of these lessons whenever you are asked
if lines'are parallel, or when you are asked if you notice
something about a pair of lines, draw a line and make the
test as you have been shown above. Be sure to draw the line
whenever you want to make this test.

5 0
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15. (continued)

Which of the pairs of lines below\ is.

\

' parallel?

Use your ruler to check your answer,

a. b.

Which of the following pairs of lines is

parallel? ( Remember to draw the line and use your ruler.)

16. Now look at the next drawing.

Is MN parallel to PO?

Is MP parallel to NO?

Remember to use your ruler.

Ho* many pairs of parallel sides does this

figure have?

46
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. 17. Look at this figure.

Is EF parallel to HG?

Is EH parallel to FG?

How many pairs of parallel sides does this figure

have?

Use your ruler to check your answer.

18. Now look at this figure.

Is ST parallel to VU?

Is SV parallel to TU?..

How many pairs of parallel sides does this figure have?

Use your ruler to check your answer.

47
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Yes

Yes

2 pairs

No

Yes

1 pair

(SV is prallcl

to TO



,

19. Look at the polygon kihown below. WX and ZY are opposite

sides. WZ and XY are opposite,sides.

Now look at the next figure.

What,side is opposite from side JK?

What side is opposite from side KL?

5 3

48

X

ML (or LM)

1-4 (or MJ)



20. Look at the next figure.

.L

Are LM and MN opposite sides?

Are LM and ON opposite sides?

Are LO and MN opPosite

No

Yes

Yes

21. Now look at the next figure.

Does AB seem to be the same length as DC?

Does AB seem to be the same length as AD?

5,4

49
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Yes



TRIANGLE LESSON: EXPOSITORY MODE
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Word List

Look carefully at each word as I read it to you. Then

say the word aloud with me when I repeat it;

1. triangle 5. obtuse angle triangle

2. polygon 6. equilateral triangle

3. right angle triangle 7. isosceles triangle

4. acute angle triangle

5 6
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Hello,

You are now ready to start your third lesson. This lesson is not quite

like the last two lessons. You have been told about the difference in the ,

form of these lessons. Now we want to point out some things to"keep in

mind as you go through this ,and the following lessons.

You may have noticed that the last two lessons were about lines and

parts of lines (that is, line segments and rays) and about angles. You

learned how to tell whether or not two lines are parallel. And you learned

how.to tell a right angle, an acute angle, and an obtuse angle apart. As

you study the figures in this and-the following lessons yin' will use what

you learned.
1

To learn about the figureS,in the next lesson you-will only 'have to
,

learn about the line segments (or sides, as we will call them) and the

angles. When you are learning'about a figure look at the sides, find out

if they are the same length, and\ ind out whether they are parallel. Look

at each angle and check whether it a right angle or an acute angle or

an obtuse angle. You do not have to think of anything else like whether

it is big or small, or thin or fat, or straight or turned around. Just

think about the sides and the angles and you will learn about the figures.

5 7
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1. A special kind of polygon made up of three line segments
is called a triangle. The following six figures will
help you learn how to tell whether or not a figure is
a triangle. Look at them carefully and notice how they
are alike and how they are different. .The polygon drawn

.below is a triangle.

.It has three sides.

2. Here is another figure.

This is not a triangle. It is made up of more than three sides.

54



3. Look. at the next drawing. This is a triangle.

A

c.

It has three sides.

4. Now look at 'this figure.

This is not a triangle. It has more than three 'sides.

5 9
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5. This drawing is a triangle. Count the line 'segments.
,

It has three sides.

6. And this drawing is a triangle because it has three sides.

To find out whether or not a polygon is a triangle you
have to do only one thing; and that is to make sure that
the figures have three and only three sides.
Check each example.

56
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7. In the rest of this lesson you will be studying about
special kinds of triangle's. One special kind of,triangle
is called an equilateral triangle. In an equilateral tri-
angle the .three sides are equal in:length. The next four
figures will, help you to learn how to tell whether or not
a triangle is equilateral. Look carefully at,the figures
and notice how they.are'alike-and how they are different.
The figure below is an equilateral triangle.

A

Side AB is 1L:5/8 inches long.

Side AC is 1-5/8 inches long.

Side CB is 1-5/8 inches long.

Check these measures with your ruler. Notice that the three
sides are equal in length.

6 1
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8. NOw look at this figure. It is not an equilateral triangle.
The three sides are not equal in length.

A

Check the measures of the sides.

Side AB is 1-3/4 inches long.

Side AC is 1-3/4 inches long.

Side CB is 2-1/2 inches long.-
AC = AB but CB 'AB means "not equal to").

9. Now look at this drawing. It is an equilateral triangle.

A

Check the measUres of the sides and you will see:

AB is 1-1/4 inches long.

AC is 1-1/4 inches long.

CB is 1-1/4 inches long.

The sides are of equal larigth.

.62
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10. The next figure is not an equilateral triangle.

A

Check the measures of the sides.

AB is 2 inches long.

AC is 1-1/2 inches long.

CB is 1 inch long.

The sides are not-equal in length.

N

There is only one thing you must know if you want eo know whether
or not a triangle is equilateral.. You must find ou,t if the three
sides are equal in length. Check each of the examples.

6 3
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11. Another kind of triangle is an isosceles triangle. It has
two sides which are equal in length. The following six
figures will help you learn whether or not a figure is an
isosceles triangle. Look at them carefully and notice how
they are alike and how they are different. This is an'

isosceles triangle. A

Check the measures of the sides.

AB is 1-1/2 inches long. '

Alr is 1-1/2 inches long.'

CB is 1 inch long.

Two of the sides are equal in length.

12. Look at the drawing below. It is not an isosceles triangle.
It does not have two sides equal in length.

Check the measures of the sides.

AB is 1 inch long.

AC is 1-1/2 inches long.

5 is 1-3/4 inches long.

60
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13. Here is another figure. This is an isosceles triangle.
A

C
Check the measures of the sides.

AB is 2L1/2 inches long.

AC is 1-3/4 inches long.

CB is 1-3/4 inches long.

Two of the sides are equal in length.

14.. Here is another figure. This is not an isosceles triangle.
two sides are equal in length.

Check the measures of the sides.

AB is 1-3/4 inches long.

AC is I inclOong.

CB is 1-1/2 inches long.
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15. The drawing below is an isosceles triangle.

Check-the measures of the sides.

AB is 1-1/2 inchei long.

IT is 1-1/2 inches long.

CB is 1-1/2 inches long.

At least two of the sides are equal in length.

16. "And this is an isosceles triangle. A

Check the measures of the sides.

AB is'1-1/2 inches long.

AC is 2-1/2 inches long.

BC is 1-1/2 inches long.

Two of the lines are equal in length.

To find out whether or not a triangle is an'isosceles triangle
there is one thing you must find out, and that is whether or
not at least two of the lines are equal in length. Check the
examples.

62
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17. Another special kind 9f triangle iscalled an acute angle
triangle. This figure is an acute angle triangle. In
acute angle triangles all angles are acute. The next six
figures will help you learn how to tell vhether or not a
figure is an acute angle triangle. Look at them carefully
and note how they are alike and how they, are different.
This is an acute, angle triangle.

0

Check the angles.

The* angle at A is acute.
The,angle at-8 is acute.'
The angle at C is acute.

All the angles are acute.

.

18. Now look at this figure. It is not an acute angle triangle.
Not all of the angles are acute lees.

Check the angles.

The angle at A is a right angle.
The angle at 8 is an acute angle.
The angle at C is an acute angle.

6 7
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19. The next figure is an acute angle 'triangle. Look at it
carefully, and you will see that each angle is an acute
angle.

A

Check the angles.

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle-at C is acute.

2 . Here is another figure.

This is not an'acute angle triangle.

Check the angles.\

The angle.at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle ast C is obtuse.

Not all of the angles are acute angles. One is obtuse.
Therefore, the triangle\is not an acute angle triangle.

6 8
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21. Now look at this figure. This is an acute angle triangle.

Check the angles'.

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute
The angle at C is acute.

22. And this triangle is an acute angle triangle.

A

Check the angles..

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle at C is acute.

When you know by looking at the figure and counting the line
segments that a figure is a triangle, there is only one other

thing you have to find out to tell whether or not it is an

acute angle triangle. You must find out whether or not all

angles are acute angles.

6 9
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23. Still another special kind of triangle is called a
right angle triangle. A right angle triangle is a
triangle that has one right angle. The next six figures

will help you learn how to tell whether or not a triangle
is a right angle triangle. Look at them carefully and
notice how they are alike and how they are different. This

figure is a right angle triangle.

A

Look.at it. Use your ruler as you lear ed in the first lesson
to help you check the three angles in his figure.

The angle at A is an acut angle.
The angle at B is an acut angle.
The angle at C is a righ angle.

Notice that the angle at C is a rig t angle,and the angles at
A and B are acute.

7 0
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24. Now look at this figure. It is nOt a right angle triangle because
it has no right angle.

A

Look at it. Use your ruler to help you check the three angles.

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle at C is acute.

None of the .amgles is a right angle so.it is not a right angle
triangle.

25. Here is another figure. One of the angles is a right angle.

A

This is a right angle triangle. Use your ruler to check the
angles.

The angle at A is an acute angle.
The angle at B is a right angle.
The angle at C is an acute angle.

Note that the /angle at B is a right angle.

7 1
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26. Look at this figure. No angle is a right

A

This is not a right angle triangle.
4

--
The angle at,A is acute
The angle at '.8-143.----a-6-116-.-

,The angle at C is obtuse.

27. This figure is a right angle triangle. Check the angles
and you will see that it has one right angle.

A

The angle at A is a right angle.
The angle at B is an acute angle.
The angle at C is an acute angle.

7 2
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28. And this figure is a right angle triangle. When you check the
angles you should expect to find one right angle.

Check the angles.

The angle at A is an acute angle.
The angle at B is an acute angle.
The angle at C is a right angle.

When you know that a figure is a triangle, there is only one .

thing you must find out in order to know whether or not it is
a right angle triangle: you must find out if one of the
angles is a right angle.

7 3
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29. The last kind of triangle we will study is zalled.an

obtuse angle triangle. One of the angles of an obtuse \

angle triangle is always.obtuse. The following six figures
will help you learn how to tell whether or not a .triangle

is an obtuse angle triangle. Look at them carefully and
notice how they are alike and how they are different. This
is an obtuse angle triangle.

Use your ruler to check the angles. One is obtuse.

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle at C is obtuse.

30. Look at this figure. It does not have an obtuse.angle.

CI

This is not an obtuse angle triangle..

Check the angles.

The angle at A is an acute angle.
The angle at. B isian acute angle.
The angle at C is a right angle.

7 4
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31. Now look at this drawing.

This is an obtuse angle triangle.

Check the angles.

The angle at A is obtuse.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle at C is acute.

One of the angles is an obtuse angle.

32. Here is another drawing. It does not have-an obtuse angle
and so it is not an obtuse angle triangle.

A

Check the angles.

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle at C is acute.

7 5
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33. This figure is an obtuse angle triangle.

CI

Check the angles and you will see that one is an obtuse
angle.

The angle at A is acute.
The angle at B is acute.
The angle at C is obtuse.

34. And his is an obtuse angle triangle.

A

/..//

Check the angles and notice that one is an obtuse angle.

'The angle at A is acute.
The angle aL B is obtuse.
The angle at C is-acute.

When you know that a figure is a triangle there is one other
thing you must find out in order to tell whether or not it is
an obtuse angle triangle:- You must find out whether or not
one of the angles is obtuse.

7 6
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QUADRILATERAL LESSON I: EXPOSITORY MODE
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Word List

Look carefully at each word as I read it to you.

word aloud with me when I repeat it.

1. quadrilateral

2. trapezoid

3. parallelogram

4. rhombus

7 8
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Hello,

This lesson is not quite like the last' lessons. You have been

told about the difference in the form of these lessons. Now we

want to point out some things to keep in mind as you go through

this and the following lessons.

You may have noticed that the,last two lessons were about

lines and parts of lines (that is, line segments and rays)". You

learned how to tell whether or not two lines are parallel. As you

study the figures in this and the following lessons, you will use

what you learned.

To learn about the figures in the next lesson you will only

have to learn about the line segments, or sides as we will call

them. When you are learning about a figure, look at the sides.

Find out if they are the same length or not and whether they are

parallel or not. You do not have to think of anything else about

the figure, such as whether it is big or small, ot thin or fat, or

straight or turned arodnd. Just think about the sides. That is how

you will learn about the figure.

7 9
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1. All/polygons which are made up of four line segments.are called
quadrilaterals. The polygon drawn below is a quadrilateral.

.Look at it. It has four sides.

2. Here is another figure. It is not made from four sides.

This is not a quadrilateral. It does not have only four sides.

It has five sides.

80
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3. Look at the next drawing. It has four sides, so
it is a quadrilateral.

4. Look at the next drawing. It fines not have four sides.

This is not a quadrilateral. It has Only three sides.

8 1



5. This d'rawing is a quadrilaterl.

It has four and,ohly four sides.

You know-,WithOut counting that if-it is a quadi1Iteral
. it can only have foilr sides.

b. And this drawing is a quadrilateral2 It also h s just four sidos,

00

To find out whether or not a polygon is a quadrilateral, you have,
to db only one thing. You have to count the number of sides and \
make sure that there are four, and only four.

82
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7. One.special kind cif quadrilateral is a rhombus. Any
figure which has all sides of equal length is called a
rhombus. The following six figures will help you tell
whether or not a figure is a rhombus. Look at them'
carefully and notice how they are alike and how they are
different. This figure,is a rhombus.

The measures of the lengths of the sides are written
below. Check them with your ruler.

AB is 1-1/4 inches long.

AD is 1-1/4 inches long.

BC is 1-124 inches long.

DC is 1-1/4 inches long.

Notice that AB = AD = BC = DC
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8. Now look at the drawing below. It is not a rhombus.

The measures of the length of the sides are written below.

TB is 2-1/2 inches long.

DC is 2-1/2 inches long.

AD is 1-1/4 inches long.

BC is 1-1/4 inches long.

The feur sides
rhombus.

a

are not equal in length and so it is not a

8 4
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9. Here is another figure. This is a rhombus.

A,

+,

D .

Here are the lengths of the sides.

AB is 1 inch long.

AD is 1 inch long.

BC is 1 inch long.

\DC is 1 inch long.

All the sides in this figure are of equal length.

8 5



10. Now look at this figure. It is not a rhombus because all
sides are not of equal 'length.

A

The measures of the sides are written belovA

AB is 3/4 inch long.

AD is 3/4 inch long.

BC is I inch long,

DC is I inch long.

All the sides in this figure are noV
,

of equal length.
Check with your ruler if you wish./

' \ 82



11. This figure is a rhombus. The sides are equal in length.
Notice the measures below.

A

AB is 1-1/2 inches long.

AD is 1-1/2 inches long.,

LC is 1-1/2 inches long.

DC is 1-1/2 inches long.

AB -=,AD = BC = DC

z 8 7
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12. And this figure is a rhombus.

Here are the measures of.the sides.

AB is 1-1/2 inches long.

AD is 1-1/2 inches long.

BC is 1-1/2 inches-long.

DC is 1-1/2 inches long.

AB = AD = BC = DC.

So now you know that when a figure s a quadrilateral there
is only one other thing you have to find out to tell
whethervor not it. is ..strhombus. You need only find out
Whether.or not-all sides are equal in length. Check the

examples.,

88
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13. The firsesix figu'res you studied (questions 1 to 6) were to help
you learn how to tell whether or not a figure was a quadrilateral.
In case you are' not sure, we are going to look at six more figures.
These should help you know for sure whethe or ni,t a figure is a

quadrilateral. First we must be sure that\you can remember the
word quadrilateral itself. Repeat it several times to yourself:
quadrilateral, quadrilateral, quadrilateral. Now write the word
quadrilateral here. Remember what
we said at the beginning of the-lesson about describing a figure
in terms of its sides and nothing else. Now look carefully at
the next six figures. Notice which are alike and how they are alike,

14. Here is the first figure.

Look at it. It has four sides.

15, Here is another figure.

This is not a quadrilateral. It does not have only four sides.
It has six sides-

16. Look at the next figure. It has four sides, so it is a
quadrilateral.

8 9
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17. Look at this drawing. It does not have-four sides.

This is not a quadrilateral. It has only three sides.

18. This drawing is a quadrilateral.

It has four and only four sides.

-19-.---And this drawing is a quadrilateral. It also has just four sides.

To find out whe,ther or not N polygon is a quadrilateral, you have
to do only one thing. You have to count the number of Hidon and

and only four.make sure that there are four,
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20. Using a ruler, connect as many ppints
as you need to close the figure so
that it is not a luadrilatetal.

21. Using a ruler, connect as many points-
as you need to finish the figure so
it Ja a quadrilateral.

22. How many sides do quadrilaterals have?

23. Using a ruler, connectas many points
as needed to close the figure so it
has-only 4 sides.

9 1
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24. List all that is needed to completely
describe quadrilateral.

MOD

25. Using a ruler, complete this figure
so that it is not a quadrilateral.

26. Using a ruler, complete this figure
so that it is a quadrilateral.

9 2
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27. In questions 7 to 12 there were six figures which you studied

to help you learn to tell whether or not a figure is a rhombus.

In case you are not sure, we are going to look at six more

figures. These should help you know for sure whether or not a

figure is a rhombus. First we must be sure you can remember the

word itself. Repeat it several times to yourself: rhoMbus,

rhombus, rhombus. Now write the word'rhombus here.'

Remember'what wr said at the beginning of the leatjon about

describing a.fiigure in terms of its sides and nothing else. Now

look carefully at the next six figures. Notice which are alike

and how they'are alike.

28. Here is the first figure.

The Measures of the lengths of the sides are written belOw. Check
them with your ruler.

,

AB is -3/4 inchllong

AD is 3/4 inch long'

BC is 3/4 inch long

DC. is 3/4 inch long

NOtice that AB = AD = BC = DC

93
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29. Now look at the drawing below. It is not a rhombus.

The measures of the lengthu of the sides are written L-hdow.

AB is 2 inches 1,..;ng

DC is 2 inches long

BC is 1 inch long

AD is 1 inch long

The fovx lines are not equal in lehgth and so it is not a rhombus.

30. Here is another figure. This is a rhombus.

A

The measures of the lengths of the sides are written'belc.

AB is 1 inch long

AD is 1 inch long

DC iv 1 inch long

BC is 1 inch long

All the lines in this figure are of equal length.

9 4
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'31. Now look at this figure'. It is not a rhombus because, all sides
are not equal.

The measures of the lengt1i of the sides are written below.

AB is 1-1/4 inches long

AD

BC

DC

All the sides in the

is 1- /4 inchea-lon6

is 1/2 inch long

is 1/2 nch long

figure re not of equal length. Check with
your ruler if you wish.

32. This figure is a rhombus. Th sides are equal in length. Notice
the measures below.

AB is 1-1/2 inhes long

AD is 1-1/2 inc es' long'
1

BC is 1-1/2 inches lon;;

DC is 1-1/2 inches long

AB = AD = BC = DC

91
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33. And this figure is a rhombus.
Notice the measures below.

The sides are equal in length.

AB is 2 inches long

AD is 2 inches long

BC is 2 ir7b'es long

DC is 2, inches long

AB = AD = BC = DC

So now you know that when a figure is a quadrilateral there is

only one other ,Oling you have fo find out to tell whether or

not it is a rhchnbus. You need only find out whether all sides

are eqpal inilength. Check the examples you just studied.-

9 6
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34. Using a ruler, connect as, many points
as.you need to close the ligure so
that all sides are of equal length.

Using a ruler, connect as many points
as you need to finish the figure to

.
make a quadrilateral that is not a
rhombus.

- 36. Using a ruler, connect as many points
as you need to finish the figure so
It is a rhombus.

37. All rhombuses have something special
that not all quadrilaterals have.:
Rhombuses have sides that

are

38 List all that is needed to completely
describe-rhombus.

9 7
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.39. Using your,ruler, complete,this figure
so that it is not. 4 rhombus.

.40. Using your ruler, complete this figure
so that it is a rhombus.

8 /
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QUADRILATERAL LESSON EXPOSITORY MODE
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Word List

-

Some of the words we studied in yesterday's word

list were hard ones. Let's look at them again to

be sure we knoW them.

. quadrilateral

2. tragezoid

3. parallelogram

4. rhombus

10 0
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Hello,

Yesteiday you learned how to tell.whether or not a figure is a

quadrilateral. You learned that any figure which has four. and only four

sides-iS Called a.quadrilateral. You alsn.Ieárned how to tell Whether

or not a quadrilateral is-a rhombus. YoU learned that a quadrilateral

which has four sides all equal'in length is called a rhombus. .Today

you will learn about two more special 'kinds of quadrilaterals,

parallelograms and trapezoids.

Atemember'that when learning,about these ,figures you need oniy look

at the sides: Find out if they are the- same length 'or not and whethei

. ,
. .

they are parallel or not.. You do.not have to think about anything else;
.

like whether,the figure'is big or small, or thin or fat, or'$traight or

. 'turned around. Just think about the sides. In.that way you will learn

about the figures.

101.
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1. The .next special.kind'of quadrilateral we will study is
called a parallelogram. This figure is a Oarallelogrant.
A-parallelogram. hat two pairs of parAllel.sides.

If you use your ruler you will find that sides AB
and DC are parallel. You will also find that sides
AD and BC are parallel. Opposite sides of a parallelogram
are also equal in length. The measures of the line begMents
in this figure are given below. Use your ruler if you-
wish to check them.

AB is 2 inches long.

pc is 2 inches long.

AD is 1-1/2 inches long.

BC is 1-1/2 inches long.

Look carefully at the following figures and see how they are
alike and how they are different.
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2. Look at this figure.

,
'C

This is not a parallelogram. It does not have 2 pairs of
parallel sides. AB is not parallel to DC and AD is not
parallel to BC. Opposite.sides are not ecival. Chea-the-
measures below.

KT is 1 inch long.

AB is 1 inch .long.

BC is 1-1/2 inches long.

DC is 1-1/2 inches lsmg.

AB 0 DC; AD BC . (0 means not equal to)

3. Now look 'at this drawing.

C

This is a parallelogram. It has two'pairs of parallel sides.
AS is parallel to DC and AD is parallel tà BC. Check with
your ruler if you wish. Opposite sides are also equal.
The uLasures of the Sides are given below. Check them if you
wish.

713 is 1-1/4 inches long.

DC is 1-1/4 inches long.

AD is 1-1/4'4711eslong.

BC is 1-1/4 "inches long.

AB = DC and AD = BC.

103
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4. Here is another drawing.

This is not a parallelogram. It does not have two pairs of
parallel sides. You will notice that you have one pair of
parallel sides but not two pairs.

AB and DC are parallel.

AD snd.BC are not parallel.

Notice also that AD is longer than BC.

This figure is a parallelogram.

Look at these measures of the sides

AB is 1-1/4 inches long.

DC is 1-1/4 inches long.

BC is 1-1/4 inches long.

AD is 1-1/4 inches long.

Notice that AB =,DC and IT-6 = AD.

and you will see.

This figure must have two pairs of parallel sides. If you

use_xcur ruler to check you will find that AB is parallel
to DC and BC is parallel to AD.

100



6. And this is a parallelogram. It has two pairs of parallel
sides. Oppoeite sides are also equal.

Check the measures
written below.

AB is, 1/2 inch long.

DC is'1/2 inch long.

-.BC is 2 inches long.

AD is 2 inhes long.

of the sides

If you use_pur ruler you will find that AB.is parallel
to DC and AD is parallel to BC-.

You know that all the figures in questions 1, 2,- 3, 4,1'
5, and 6 are quadrilaterals. There are,two ways you can
tell whether or not they are parallelograms:

1. If there are two pairs of parallel eides; and

2. If opposite sides are equal in length.
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7. The last special kimd of quadrilateral we will study is a

trapezoid. This figure is a trapezoid. One pair of sides

is parallel. All trapezoids have one pair and only one is

pair of parallel sides.

Look at it carefully anduse your ruler to'check that sides
AB and DC are parallel. Af and BC are not parallel.

8. Look at this fi ure now. It is not a trapezoid. Side AB

is not parallel to side DC and side AD is not parallel to

side BC.

-Use your ruler to check that sides AB and DC in
(this problem are not parallel. AD.and RC are not
parallel either. Check if you wish.

106
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9. The next figure is a trapezoid. Look at it carefully and
see how it is.like the figure in question1,7 and diffeient

from the figure in question 8.

Use.your ruler
and DC in this
in question 7.
in question 8,
will also find

1

10. Here is

t

gain and you will fin&out that.sides. AB
roblem are parallel, like sides AB and DC
They are difftrent from sides AB and DC
since those sides were not parallel. .You
that AD and. BC are not parallel-

\

\

\

another figure.

This is not a trapezoid. If you check the sides you will

find that side AB is parallel to side DC. You will find
also that side AD is parallel to side BC. The figure has

two pairs of parallel sides.\,We said that a trapezoid has

one pair and only one pair of\parallel sides. This figure

has two pairs of parallel sidas so it is not a trapezoid.

\

10'7
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11. Now look et this figure.. This is a trapezoid.

.

-_

Are you surprised? Rethember that in.a trapezoid only one
pair ofeides is parallel'.. AD is parallel to BC

-5E, Uee your ruler again to
dileck this.

12. This figure is a trape , too-N.=

Would you have known? Remember that trapezoids have one and
onlione pair of parallel sides. In thie\figure AD is parallel
to BC and AB is not parallel t6\DC.

You could tell that the figures in questions 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and
12 are quadrilaterals because they have four lines. The 'other
thing you have to know to tell whether or not they are trapezoids
is that one pair of sides, and only one pair, is parallel.
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13. The firsraix figures you studied (questions 1 to 6) wete t
help you:learn how to tell whether or not a figure,was a.
parallelogrpx.. In caie you are not sure,, we are going to look
at siX more figures. These should help you know,for sure
whether or,nota,figure is a parallelogram. Firste..must.be
sure youcan remember the word parallelogram itselfRepeat,:
it several times to yourself:0 parallelogram, paralte&ogram,
parallelogram. NOW write the word peralielogram

Remember what ye said at the
beginning of the lesson about describing a figure in terms of
its,sides and nothing alse. Now look Carefully at-the text
six figures. Notice which are alike and how they are alike:

14. Here is the first figure.
A

It'is a parallelogram.
B

D
.

If you use your ruler you wili find that sides AB and,DC are
parallel. You will 'also find'ehar aides. AD andBC are
parallel. Opposite sides of a parallelogram are aldo equal.
The measures of'the sidea in this figw:e are given below.
Hse your ruler if you wish to -Check them.

AB is 2-1/2 indhes long.
DC is 2-1/2 inches long
AD is 1 inch long.
BC is 1 inch long.

A

15. Look at this figure.

This is not a parallelogram. IrNgloes not.haye 2 pairs:of
parallel.sides. AB is'not parallelto DC and AD is not parallel
to-BC. Opposite sides are not equal. -Check le measures below.

AB is 1-1/2 inches long.
TrCis 1/2 inch long.
705 is 1-1/2 inches long.
EU is 1%2 inch long.
W.S. 0 '5U; EY 0 SU
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16. Now look at his drawing.

This is a parallelogram. It has two pairs of parallel sides.
7N is parallel tp 157 and AU is parallel to Mr. Check with
your ruler if you wish. Opposite sides are also equal. The

measures of the sides are given beloW. Check them if you wish.

1 C, AB is 1 inch.
DC is I inch.
AD As I inch.
BC Is I inch.

17. Here is another drawing.

This is not_a parallelogram. It.does not have iwo pairs of

parallel sides. Notice that it has one pair of parallel sides
but not two pairs.

AB ig parallel to Dr.
AD is not parallel toTR%
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18. And now look at this figure.

This figure is a parallelogram.
the sides and you will\see.

Look at 'these

AB is 2 inches long.
DC is 2 inches long.
AD is 2 inches long.
BC is 2 inches long.

measures of

19. And this is a parallelogram. It has two pairs of parallel
sides. Opposite sides are also equal.

Check the measures of the sides written below.

AB is 2 1/2 inches long.
DC is 2 1/2 inches long.
AD is 1/2 inch long.
BC is 1/2 inch long.

If you use your ruler y_ou will find that AB is parallel to DC
and AD is parallel to BC.

You know that the last six figures are all quadrilaterals/.
There are two ways yoil can tell whether or not they are
parallelograms.

1. If there are two pairs of parallel sides; or
2. If opposite sides are equal in length.
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20,. Using a ruler, connectkaS-many points
as you need to pmish thejigure tn:
.make a quadrilateral that is n.ot a

parallelograM.

,

21.! Using a ruler,-connedt as many. points
as you need to linish 'the figure so

\it is a parellelOgram.

22. All parallelograms have something
special that not all quadrilaterals
,have. Parallelograms have

pair(s) of sides.

23. List all that is needed to completely
describe parallelogram.
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24. Using a ruler,.connect as many points
as needed to close the figure so it
has 2 pairs of parallel sides.

25. Using a ruler, complete this figure so
that it is- a quadrilateral but not a
parallelogram.

0

26. Using your ruler, complete this figure
so that it is a paralleldgram.

113
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27. In questions 7 to 12 there were six 'figures which you studied
to. help 'you learn to tell whether or.not a figure is a trapezoid.
In case you are not sure, we are going to look at six more
figures. These should help you know for sure whether or not
a figure is a trapezoid. First.we must'be sure you can remember

the word' trapezoid itself.. Repeat it several times to
yourself; trapezoid, trapezoid, trapezoid. Now write the
word trapezoid here.

Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson about
.describing a Iigure in terms of its sides.and nothing else:
Now look carefully 7t the next six figures. Notice which
are alike and also how they are alike.

2. Here is the first figure. This ia- a trapezoid.

A

DI

Look'at it carefully and use your ruler to check the sides.

AB is parallel. to DC
.AD is not,parallel to BC

29. .Look at this figure'now. It is not a traliezoid.'.

Use your ruler if you wish to check that sides AB and DC
are not parallel. AD.and Be are not parallel either.

11 1
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30: The next figure 4s a trapezoid.

A

Use your K ler again and you will find that sides AB and DC
are parall l. Sides AD and BC are nOt parallel.

31. Here is another'figure.A B

Thi is net a trapezoid. If'you check the sides with your"
ruler you will findthat AB is parallel to,DC and that AD is
parallel to BC. The figure has, two pairs of parallel sides.
We said that a trapezoid has dne pair and only one pair of
parallel sides. This figure has two pairs of parallel sides
so it is not a trapezoid.

1 5



32. Now look at this figure. This is a trapezoid.

Remember that in a trapezoid only one pair of sides are
parallel. AD is parallel to BC and,AB is not parallel to

. DC. Use your ruler again to check this.-

33. And now look at this figure.
..

This is a trapezoid. AB is parallel to DC but BC
-

is not parallel to AD.\

In the last six figures you knew that all of them were
quadrilaterals. To tell whether or not'a quadrilateral is
a trapezoid all you have to find out is whether the figure
has one and only one pair of parallel sides.

I.
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.34. Using a ruler, connect as many poiqts
as you need to finish the figure so
it is a trapezoid.

-35. All'trapezOids have something special
that not all quadrilaterals have.
Trapezoids have pair(s)

of sides.

Va,

36. List all that is needed to completely
describe trapezoid.

37. Using a ruler, connect as many points
as needed to close the figure so it
has only 1 pair of sides parallel.

38. Using a ruler, connect as manypoints
as you need to finish the figure to
make a quadrilateral that is not a
trapezoid.
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39. Using a ruler, complete this figure
so that it is a quadrilateral but
not a trapezoid.

. 40. Using a ruler, complete this figure
so that it is a trapezoid.
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TRIANGLE LESSON: DISCOVERY MODE
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,Word List

. Look carefully'at each word as I read it,to you. Then say the

word aloud with me when I repeat it.

1. triangle -5: obtuse angle triangle

2. polygon 6. equilateral triangle

3. right angle triangle 3. isosceles triangle

4. acute angle triangle

120
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Hello,

You are now.ready to'start your third lesson. This lesson is not

quite like the last two lessons. You have been told about the difference

inthe form of these lesaona: Now we want to point out some things to

keep itOnind aa you go through this andthe,following leasons.
,_

Yoti may have noticed that the last two lessons.were about lines

and arts of lines (that is., line segments and rays) and about angles.

You learned how to tell 'whether or not two lines are parallel. And you

..",learned how to tell a right angle, an acute angle and an nbtuse angle

apart. As you study the figures in this and the follow4ng lessons you 1

will use what you learned.

To learn about the figures in the neict lesson yoil 411 only..;.have to

learn about the line,segments (or sides,, as we will call them) and the

angles. When you are learning about a figure look at the sides, find

out'if they are the same length, and find,out whether they are parallel.

Look at each angle and check Whether it is a right angle or an acute

angle or an obtuae angle. Yuldo not have to'think of anything else

like whether,it ia big or small, or thin or fat, or straight nr turned

,Just think about the sides and the angles and yoU will learn

about_the figures.



1. .Triarigles are special kinds of polygons. The next six figures will
help you to"tell whether or not a polygon is a triangle. Look at
thei carefully and notice how the fi-gures are alike and how they are
different. Here is the first figure.

CI

Look at it. .]:Iescribe it by saying how many sides it has. How many

sides does it have?

2. Here is another figure.

How many sides does it have?
,
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3. Look at the next-drawing. How many sides does it have?

A. Now look at this figure.

How many sides does it have?'

123



5. Now look at this drawing.

A

How many Sides 'does it.have?

6. Here is another figure.

A

How many sides does it have?

1 2.4
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7; In,the last six examples, four were alike and .two were

-.different. .What are the numbers of the lour which

were alike?

8. RemeMber what we said at the beginning of the lesson

about describing figuies by saying something about either

the sides or angles or both. Say how-piu think the four

figures you named in the last question were alike.

125
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1, 3, , 6

All had three
sides. Figures
which have
three and only
three sides ard
called .

trianglea.



9. In the rest of tilie lesson ybu will be studying about special
kinds of triangles. One.sPecial kind of 'triangle is called an
equilateral triangle. The four figures following will help you
to tell whether or not a figure is an equilateral triangle. Look
at theIncarefully and note him they are alike and how they are
different. Here ii.the first figure.

Measure the sides with your ruler

\
\

and write what you find here.

The side AB'is inches long.

he side AC 'is inches long.

The side CB is inches. long. /
.

/
.

What do you notice about the.lengthe of.the sides?

1 2 6
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10: Now look at this figure.

Measure the sides.

Side AB is inches long.

Side AC is inches long.

Side CB is inches long.

What did you notice about the lengths of the sides?

11. Here is another drawing.

/

Measure the sides.

AB is

AC is --

CB is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

What do you notice about the sides?
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_,12,T,LoOk at this figure.

Measure the sides.

AB is indhés long,

AC is inches long.

CB is inches long.

How are this figure and the figure -in question 10.different
from the figures in questions 9 and 11?

128 \
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Two-of the last four figures were alike and two were not.

What are the numbers of the two which were alike?

14. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson

about describing figures by saying something about

either the sides or angles or both. Say how you think

that the two figures you named in the last question ,

were alike.

129
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The three-sides
t.were equal in
length.
Triangles whose
three sides are
equal in
lengch-are
called
equilateral

,trfangles.
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15. Another kind of -triangle is an isoiceles triangle. Ihe ollowing
six 0.gures will help you learn how to tell whether or not a
figure is an isosCeles triangle.. Ldok.carefully at heM And-

how,they dre alike and how they are different.- ere is
the first figure.

N. A

Measure the sides.

AB.is inches long.

AC is inches long.

CB is inches long.

What do you notice about the lengths of the sides?

16. Look at tile drawing below.

Measure the sic%s.

AB is inches long.

AC is inches long.

CB is inches long.

What do you notice about the sides in this figure?

How are the sides in this figure.different from the sides in the -

last figure?
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17. Here is another figure.
A

Measure*the sides.

AB J.s

AC is

CB is

inches long.

inches long,'

inches long.

What do you notice about the lengths of the sides?

How are the sides in this figure like the sides in the figure

in question 15?

18. And here is another figure.

A

Measure the sides.

AB is

AC is

CB is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

What do you notice about these sides?
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19. Look at this drawing.

Measure the sides.

AB is

AC is

CB is

inches long.

inches long._

inches long.

6/

What do you notice about the sides?.
/'

20. And look at this figure.

Measure the sides.

AB is

AC is

BC is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

What do you notice about the sides?

How are the sides in this figure like the sides in the figures

in questions 15 and 17?
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Four.of the last six'figures were alike and two were

not. What re the numbers of figures which Were

alike

22. Remember what we said at.the beginning of the lesson

about describing figures-by saying something ,about

either the sides.or the angles or both. Say how you

think that the four figures you named in he last

question were.alike.

133

129

15, 17, 19, 20

Two of the sides
were equal. in :

length. Triangles
which have two
sides equal in
length.are called
isosceles
triangles.



23. Another special kind,of triangle is called an acute angle
trianee. 'The folldwihtsix figures will help you to learn
how'to tell whether Or not a triangle is an acute-angle
triangle. Look carefully at the Ugutes and see how they
are alike and how-theY are different.

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

the angle at C is

A

24. Now look at this figure.

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

What did you notice about the angles?

How are they different from the angles in the figure in

1 8 4 .

question 23?

130
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25. Here is. another figure. Look.at it carefully and see how it
is like the figur.e in:question 23 and different from the
figure in question 24.

A

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is
,

How are the-angles in this figure like those in the figure in

question 23?

26. Here is still another-figure.

Name the angles.

The angle'at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at.0 is

How are the angles in this figure different from the angles

in the figure in the last question?
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27. Now look'at this,figure.

A

.Name.the angles.

\

The angle.at A is

The angle at B is

.The angle at C is

Are the angles in this figure like the angles in the figure

in the last cluestion?

28. And look at this figure.

A 6

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at k; is

Bow sre-the angles in this figure'like those in the last

fiiure?
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29. Four of the last six.figures were alike and two were not.

What are'the numberEvof the four figures which were.

30. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson

-about describing figures by saying Something about.

ei'.ther the sides or the angles or both. Say how you

think that the four figures you named in the last

question were alike.

I.
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23, 25,.27, 28

All hAd three
acute angles.
Triangles with
three acute
angles are
called -acute

angle triangles.



31. Stilr'another special kind of triangle is called a right.

Amgle triangle. 'The next six figures will help you learn

whether or not a figure is a right angle triangle. LOok at

them carefully and note_how they.are alike and .how they are

different. Here is the first figure.

B.

Look at it. Use your ruler as you leained in the first lesson

to help you name tne three angles in this figure. Give a '

name to the three angles.

-
The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

32. Now look at this figure.

0
Look at i Use your ruler to help yom name the three angles.
Write the names of the angles here.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

How is this figure different from the figure in the last question?

Look carefullyat the angles.
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33 Here is another figure.

Use your ruler to

The angle at A is

check the angles.

The angle at B is

The-angle at C is

How is this figure like the figure in Question 31?

34. Look at this figure.

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

How is this figure different from the figure in the last question?
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35. Now look at this fiure.

Name the angles.

The.angle ae A is

(
The angle at B is

Use your ruler to help you.

The angle at C is

How'is this figure_like the figure in Question 33?

36. And here is another figure.

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is
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3 . Four of the last six figures were alike and two were

not. What are the numbers, of the four figures whi-ch

were alike?

38. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson

about describing figures by saying something about

either the sides or the angles or both. Say how you

think that the four figures you named in the last

question were alike.

/ 41

137'

31, 33, 35, 36

They had one
right angle.
Triangles which
hve one right
angle are called
right angle
triangles,.



39. The last Icind of triangle we will studyvis called an
obtuse mile triangle. The next six figures should
help you to tell whether or not a figure is an obtuse
angle triangle. Look ,carefully at them and note how
they are alike and how they are different.

Use your ruler to

The angle at A is

name the angles.

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

40. Look at this figure.

Ct 8

Name the angles. Use

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

your ruler if you wish.

How are the angles in this figure different from those in the

figure in question 39?

138
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41. Now look at this drawing..

Name the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B,is

The angle at C is

How is his figure like the figure in question 39?

42. Here is another drawing.

Name the-angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is
/

\Can you see how it is different from the figure in question 41?

Use your ruler to check if you wish and then write how you,

think this figure is different from the figure in question 41..

139
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43. took at this figure.

Name the. angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C is

'Check. Write what you find about the 'angles here.

44. And here is another figure.

Check the angles.

The angle at A is

The angle at B is

The angle at C iS

How are the angles in this triangle like the angles in the

last question?

144
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45. Four of the last six figures were alike and two were

not. What are the nuMbers of the four figureawhich

are alike?

46. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson

about deacribing figures by sayihg_something_abOUt___

'either the sides or the angles or both. Say how you

think'that the four figures you named in the last

question were alike.

145
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39, 41, 43, 44

They had one
obtuse angle.
Triangles which
have one obtuse
angle are called
obtuse angle'
,triangles.
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Word List

Look carefully at each word as I read it to you. Then

say the word aloud with me when I repeat it.

1. quadrilateral

2. trapezoid

3. parallelogram

4. rhombus

0
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Hello,

This lesson is not quite like the last lessons. You have been

told about the difference in the form of these lessons. Now we

,want to point out some things to keep in mind as you go through

this and the following lessons.

You may have noticed that the last two lessons were about

lines and parts of lines (that is, line segments,and rays). You

learned how.to tell whether or not two lines are parallel.

you study the figures in this and the following lessons, you will

use what you learned.

To 'learn about the figures in the nekt lesson you will only

have to learn about the line segments, or sides as we will call

them. When you are learning about a figure, look at the sides.

Find oueif they are the same length or not and if they are

parallel or not. You do not have to think of anything else about

the figure , such as whether it is big or small, or thin or fat, or

strafght or turned around. Just think about the sides. That is how

you will learn about the figure.

148
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1. This section has six figures in it. You will learn
from studying these figures how to tell whether a
polygon is a quadrilateral or not. Look carefully at

the polygons shown in the following questions. Notice

how they are alike and how they are different. Same

of these are quadrilaterals. Others are mt. Here is

the first figure.

Look at it. Describe it by giving the number of sides.
How many sides does it have?

2. He're is another figure.

How- many sides does it have?

. 149
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. Lc)ok. at the next drawing. How 'many sides does it

have?

4. Look at this drawing.

How many sides does it have?

5 0
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5. Here is another drawing. Count the sides.

How many sides does it have?

6. Now look at this figure.

How many sides does it have?

...40,15.111 .
151
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7. In the last six examples, four were alike and two
were different/ What are the numbers of the four
which were alike?

.1

Remember'what we said at the beginning of the lesson
about describing figuree by saying something about
the sides. Say how you think that the four figures
you named in the last question were alike..

The four figures which are alike are quadrilaterals.



9. One special kind of quadrilateral is a rhombus. The

following six figures mill help you tell whether or not
a quadrilateral is also a rhombus. Look at them carefully
and note how they are alike and how they are different.

Here is the first figure.

Use your ruler to measure
,write the lengths here.

AB is

the lengths of the aides and

inches long.

AD is inches long.

BC is inches long.

DC is inchel/lCng.
\

Whit did you notice about the length of the sides?

-NN

_

150



10. Now look at this figure.

Measure lengths of the sides and write them here.
.

'4AB is

-- DC is

AD is

BC iS

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

You can see how this figure is different from the figure

in the last question. Write how it is different.

154
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11. Here is another figure.

,B

Write the lengths of the sides here.

AB is

AD is

BC is

DC is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

How is this figure like the one in question 9 and' different

from the one in question 10?

152
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12. Now look at this figure.

Write the lengths of the sides here.

AB is inches'iong..

,DC is inches long.

AD is inches long.

BC is Inches long.

How is this figure different ffbm the figure in the last question?

156
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13. Here is another figure.

Measure' the aides.

AB is

AD is

g is

DC is

C.
_

'inches long.

inches long.

inches' long.

inches long.

How is this figure like the figures in questions 9 and 11?

157
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14. And here is another figure.

.
Write the length of the sides here.

AB 1a inches long.

AD is inches long.

BC is inches long.

DC is inches long.

What do you notice about the lengths of the sides?

;:`
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15. In the last six'figures, four were slike and two were
different. What are the numbers of the four which were

alike?

9,11, 13, 1

16. Remember.what we said at,the beginning of the lesson abOnt
describing figures,by saying something about the sides.
Say how you think that the four figuies you nimed.in the \.

last question were alike?. All four O.&
were equal ii

I length.

_

Each of the four figures which are alike is called i

- rhombus.

159
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17. The first six figures you. studied (questions 1 to 6) were to help
-

you learn how to tell whether or not a figure was a quadrilateral.

In case you are not sure, we are going to look at six more figurea.

These should help you know for sure whether or not a figure is a

quadrilateral. First, we must be sure you can remember the word

quadrilateral itself. ;Repeat it several times to yourself: -

quadrilateral, quadrilateral, quadrilateral. Now write. the word

quadrilateral here.

Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson about describ-

ing a figure in terms of its sides and nothing else. Now look

carefully at the next_six figures. Notice which are alike and how

they are alike.

18. Here is the first figure.

Look at it. Describe it by giving the number of sides it has.
How many sides does it have?

/60
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19. Here is another figure.

How many sides does it have?

How is this figure different from the figure in the last question?

20. Look at the next figure.

How many sides does it have? .

How is it different from the last figure?

How is it like the figure in question 18?

161
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21. Look a this drawing.

How many sides does it havel

; How is the figure different from the figur-e in question 20?.

22. Here is another figure. Count the sides.

How many sides does it have?

How is this figure like the figures in questions 18 and 20?

How is this figure different from the figure in question 21?

162
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23. And look at this figure.

How many sides does it have?

How is this figure like the figure in question 22?

160
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24. In the last six,examples, four were alike and two
were different. What are the question numbers of
the four which were alike?

25. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson
about describing figures by saying something about
the sides. Say how you think that the four figures..2'.

you named in the last question were alike.

164

161

,18, 20, .22, 23

All had four sides.
Every.figure which
-has four and only
,four tides is

lateral.



41), Using a ruler, connect as many points

as you need to close the figure so

that it is not a quadrilateral.

27. Using a ruler, connect as many points

as you need to finish the figure so

it is a quadrilateral.

o

28.. How many sides do quadrilaterals have?

29. Using a ruler, connect as many points

as needed to close the figure so it

has only 4 sides.

162
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30. List all that is needed to completely

describe quadrilateral.

31. Using a ruler, complete this figure so
that it is not a quadrilateral.

32. Using a ruler, complete this figure so
that it is a quadrilateral.

163
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33. In questions 9 to 14 there were six figures which you studied

to help you learn to tell whether or not a figure is a rhom-

bus. In case you are not sure, we are going to look at six

more figures. These should help you know for sure whether

or not a figure'is a rhombus. First we must be sure you can

remember the word rhombus itself. Repeat it several times

to yourself: rhombus, rhombus, rhombus. Now write the word

rhombus here.
Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson about

describing a figure in terms of its sides and nothing else.

Now look carefully at the next six figures. Notice which

are alike and how they are alike.

34. Here is the first figure.

Use your ruler to measure the length of the sides and write

the lengths here.

AB is

AD is

BC is

DC is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

What did you notice about the lengths of the sides?

167
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35. Now look at the drawing below.

A

Measure the lengths of the sides and write them'here.

AB is inches long. /

/
,

AD is inches long.
./
/

BC is inches long. /
-------------

---------DC is inches long. -------

You can see how this figure is different from the figure in
the last question. Write how it is different.

165



36. Here is,another figure.

Write the lengths of the sides here.

AB is inches long.

AD is inches long.

BC is inches long.

DC is inches long.

How is this figure like the one in question 34 and different
from the one in question 35?

169
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37. Now look at this figure.

Write the lengths of the sides here.

AB is inches long.

AD is inches long.

;
BC is inches long.

is inches long.DC

How is this figure different from the figure in the last question?

17 0

167



38. Now look at this figure. A

Measure the sides and write the lengths here.

AB is

is \

BC is

DC is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

/ ow is this figure like the figure in questions 34 and 36?

171
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39. And here is another figure.

Write the lengths of the sides here.
'-

AB is inches long.

AD is inches long.

BC is inches long.

DC is inches long.

What do you notice about the lengths of the sides?

172
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41. Using a ruler, connect as many points
as you need to close the figure so
that All sides are of equal length.

43. Using a ruler, connect as many points
as you need to finish the figure to
make a quadrilateral that is not a
rhombus.' .

44. Using a ruler, connect as many.points as
you need to finish the figure so it la
a rhombus.

45. All rhombuses have something special
that not all parallelograms have.
Rhombuses have sides that
are

46. List all that is needed to completely
describe rhombus.

.171
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47. Using your ruler,\complete this
figure so that it'is not a rhombus.

48. Using your ruler, complete this
figure so that it,is a rhombus.
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QUADRILATERAL LESSON II: DISCOVERY MODE



Word List

Some of the words we studied in yesterday's word

list were hard ones. Let's look at them again to

be sure we know them'.

1. quadtila eral

2. trapez d

3. paral elogram

4. rhombus

1 7 7
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Hello,

Yesterday you learned hoWto tell whether or not a figure is a

quadrilateral. you learned that any figure which has four and\ only

four tides is callni a quadrilateral.. You also learned hOi7 tol tell

whether or nit a quadrilateral is a rhombus. ,You learned that a

quadrilateral which has all four sides equal in length is called a

rhombus. Today you will learn about two more special kinds of

quadrilaterals, parallelograms and trapeiofds.

Remember that when learning about these figures you:need only look

at the sides. Find out if they are the same length or not and if

they are parallel or not. You do not have to think about'anything e]\.se

like whether the figure is big or small, or thin or fa, or straig4t or

turne.. around. Just think about the sides. In that way you will

abOut the figures.

J.
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1. The next special kind of_Adadrilateral we, will study is called a

parallelogram. .The next sixoproblems will help you tell whether

or not a-figure is a parallelogram. Look at them carefully and

notice how the figures are alike and how they are different.

Here is the first.figure.

Use your ruler to find out some things about sides AB

and DC. Did you measure them? How long are they?

Aot'B is inches long.

DC is inches long.

41That else did you notice about AB and DC? Check again and

write what you finci out here.

What about AD and BC?

AD is

BC is

inches long.

inches long.

What else did you notice about AD and BC?

I '

Is !AD parallel to BC?

!

Is AB parallel to DC?

0)
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2. Look at this figure.

Measure sides AB, AD, BC, and DC.

AD is inches long.

AB is inches long.

BC is inches long.

DC is inches long.

Is AD parallel to BC?

Is AB parallel to DC?
c

How is this figure different from the figure in the last question?

180
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3. Now look at this drawing.

Measure the sides.

AB is

DC is

AD is

BC is

Is AB parallel to DC?

inches long,

inches long,

inches long,

inches long.

Is AD parallel'to BC?

How is this different 'from the last figure?

How is it like the figure in Question 1?

181
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4. Here is another drawing,

,

'D

Measure the sides.

AB is

DC is

AD is

Be is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

Can you see how this is different from the figure in Question 3?

Use your ruler. Say how you think the figure in Question 3
is different from the figure in this question.,

Is AD parallel to BCi

Is AB parallel to DC?

182
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5. And now look at/this figure.
A

Measure the sides.

AB is

AD is inches long.

BC is inches long.

4- DC is inches long.

inches long.

What else do you notice about the sides?

Is AD parallel to BC?

Is AB parallel 'to DC?

180
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6: Here is another figure.

Write the lengths of the sides here.

AB is inches long.

DC is inches long.

1-
BC is inches long.

AD is inches long.

Use your ruler and say what you note about sides AB and DC

and AD and BC besides the L Iths.

Is'AD parallel to BC?

Is AB parallel to DC?

\401i
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7. Of the last six figures, four were alike and two were different.

What are the riumbers of the four which were alike?

8. Remember what we said_a.t the beginning of the lesson about

describing figures by saying something about sides. Say hoW

you think that the four figures you named in the last question

are alike.

Each of the four figures which are alike is called a

parallelogram.

9. The next six figures will help you learn about still another
special kind of quadrilateral. It is called a trapezoll. Look

carefully at the figures so that,you can tell how they are alike

and how they are different.

Here is the first figure.

A

Look at it carefully and useyour ruler.to check.tbe-pides,--f-r
especially sides AB and DC.

What do you find?

parallel to DC?

/Is AD parallel to BC?
1185
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10. Look at this figure now. Can you see how it is different from the
figure in the last problem? ,B

A

Use your ruler to find out gow sides AB and DC in thia,pFoblem
are different from sides AB/and DC in the last problem.

//

Are they equal in length?

What else did you find?

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD,parallel to BC?

183
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11. Look at this figure carefully and see how it is like the figure
in question 9 and different from the figure in question 10.

Use your ruler again to find out how sides AB and DC in this
problem are like sides AB and DC in question 9 and different
from sides.AB and. DC in question 10. Write what you found
about sides AB and DC here.

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD parallel to BC?

e'LL,

I.



12. Here-is another figure. This is different from the figure.in the !
last problem.

7

Can you Write here how.this figure is like the figure in question 11
and how it-4s different from it?.

Is AB Parallel: to DC?

Is AD parallel to BC?

185
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13. Now look at this figure.

a

Use your ruler again and find out how this figure is:like the
figures in 'questions 9 and 11 and different from theTfigures
in questions 10 and.12. Write what you found,here.

Is AB parallel to DC?,

Is AD parallel to BC?

14. And now look at this figure.

Do-you think this figure is like any of the Others you just looked
at?

Use your ruler if you lire not sure. Write_here bow itis like the
figure in-queation 13. .

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is Ap parallel to BC?

186 /
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15. Of the last six figures, four were alike and two were different.
What are the numbers of the four which were alike?

16. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson about
describing figures by saying something about the-sides. Say
how you think that the four figures you named in the last
question were alike.

Each of the four figures which were ali1e is called a trapezoid.

17. The first six figures you studied (questions l'cc 6) were to help
you learn how to tell whether or 1.1-t a figure was a parallelogram.
In case you are not sure, we are going to look at six more
figures. These should help you know for sure whether or not a
figure is a parallelogram. First, we must be sure you can
remember the word parallelogram itself. Repeat it several times
to yourself: parallelogram, parallelogram, parallelogram. Now
write the word parallelogram here.
Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson about
describing a figure in terms of its sides and nothing else. Now
look carefully at the next six figures. Notice which are alike
and how they are alike.

190
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18. Here is the first figure.

A

Measure the sides AB and DC.

AB is

DC is

inches long.

inches long.

What else did you notice ab ut AB and DC? Check again and
write what you find out 1.1er .

Measure sides AD and BC.

AD is inches long.

BC is \ .inChes long.

What else did yoU notice abou!, AD and BC?

Is *AD parallel to.BC?

Is AB parallel to DC?

188
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19. Look at this figure.

Measure the sides AB, AD, BC, 'and DC

AB is iiches

AD is inches long.

BC is

DC is

Is AD parallel to BC?

Is AB parallel to DC?

inches long.

Inches long.

.4

How is this figure different from the figure in the last question?

192
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20. Now look at,this drawing.

Measure the sides.

AB is

AD is

BC is

DC is

Is AB parallel to IIE?

Is AD parallel to BC?

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

Now is this figure different\from the last figure?

Haw is this figure like the figure in.question 18?

193
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21. Aere is another drawing.

Measure the sides.

AB is

DC is

AD is

.BC is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

Can you see how this figure is different from the figure in

question 20? Use your ruler. Say how you think the figure in
question 20 is different from the figure in this qUestion.

Is AD parallel to BC?

Is AB parallel.to DC?

1 9 4
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2 . And now lbok at this figure.

A

D'
Measure the sides.

AB is .

DC is

AD is

'BC is

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

inches long.

What else did you notice about the sides?

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD parallel to BC?

lQ2
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23. And here is another figure:

Write the lengths of the sides here.

AB 1.s

DC is

AD is

BC is

inches long.

-44-e71_. ...nes long:.

inches long.

inches long.

Use your ruler and say what.you notice about sides AB and DC

and sides AD and BC besides the length.

196
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24. In the Iast aix examples, four were alike and two were

different. What are the question numbers of the four

which were alike.

2. Remember what we said at the beginning:of the lesson

about describing figures by saying something about the

sides. Say how you think that the four figures you

named in the last questibn were alike.

s

197

194

,18, 20, 22,

Two pairs of::

opposite sri\d

were equal*
length.and
pailos,Of

opposite side
:were parallel
Quadrilateral
which have
two pair:s- Of

opposite
sideS equal:
in length
and two pairs
of opposite

parallel .are-

called
parallelograt



,
26. Using a ruler, connect as many pOints

as you need to finish the figure 63
make a quadrilateral that is not a

parallelogram.

27.--Us1ng a ruler, connect as many points
as you need to finish the figure--so

it is a parallelogram.

2 . All parallelograms have something
special that not all quadrilaterals
have. Parallelograms have
pair(s) of sides.

29. List all that is needed to completely
describe parallelogram.

198
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30: Using a ruler, connect as many points
as heeded to close the figure so-it

has 2 pairs of parallel sides.

.

31. Using a ruler, complete this figure so
that it is a quadrilateral but not a

parallelograM.

32. Using your ruler, complete this
figure so that it is a
parallelogram.

196
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33. In questions 9 to 14 there were six figures which you studied

to help you learn.to tell whether, or not a figure is a trapezoid.

In case you are not sure, we are going to look at six more

figures. These should he1p you know for sure whether or not

a figure is a -.trapezoid. First we must be sure you can remember

the word trapezoid itself. Repeat it several times tO

yourself: trapezoid, trapezoid, trapezoid. Now write the word

trapezoid here.

Remember what we said at the beginning of

describing a figure in terms of its sides

Now look carefully at the next six figures

are alike and how they are alike.

34. Here is the first figure.

the lesson dbout

and nothing else.

Notice which,

Look at it carefully and use your ruler to check the sides,

especially sides AB and DC. What did you find?

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD 'parallel to BC?
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3 Look at this flgure. Can you see how it is different from the

figure in the last problem?

Use your ruler to find out how sides'AB and DC in this problem

are different from sides AB and DC in the last problem.

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD parallel to BC?

36. Look at this figure carefully and see how it is like ehe figur

in question 34 and different from the figure in question 35.

FUse your ruler,

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD parallel o BC?
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37. Here is another figure.

Is AB parallel to DC?

Is AD parallel to BC?

Can you write here how this figure is like !the figure in the last
-question and how it is different from it?

38. Now look at this figure.
A

Use yoUr ruler again and find out how this figure is like the
figures in questions 34 and 36,and different.from the figures
An questions 35 and 37. 'Write what you 'found here.

Is AB parallel to DC?

Ia AD parallel tO BC?
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39. And now look at this figure.

.Do you th k this figure is like anY of the others you just

looked at

Is AB parallel to DCT

Is AD parallel to BC?

Write here'how this figure is like tte figure in the last

qUestiot..
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40. Of the last six figures, fOur were alike and two were

different. What are the numbers of the four which

-were alike?

41. Remember what we said at the beginning of the lesson,/
about describing figures by saying something about
their sides. Say how You think that the four figures
you named in the last question were alike.

34, 36, 38, 39 .

-Each had one- .

pair and only .

one pair of
arallel sides.

uadrilateral
with:one and
only one pair
df.parallel
sides is
Called a,
trapezoid.



42. Using a ruler, connect as many points

as you need to finish the figure so

it is a trapezoid.

43. All trapezoids have something special

that not all quadrilaterals have.

Trapezoids have pair(s)

of sides.

44. List all that is lieded to completely

describe trapezoid.

45. Using a ruler, connect as' many points

as needed to close the figure so it

has only 1 pair of sides parallel.

N,

46. Using a ruler, connect as manY points

as you need to finish the,figurg to

make a quadrilateral,that is /151 a
, --

trapezoid.
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47. Using a ruler,-complete this figure
so that it is a quadrilateral but

not a trapezoid.

48. Using a ruler, complete this figure
so that it is a trapezoid.
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TESTS OF GEOMETRY KNOWLEDGE: FORM JS
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Name

School

Grade '.Date

TESTS OF GEOMETRY KNOWLEDGE:
Form JS

INSTRUCTIONS: Use only the special. pencil.
Make neat, heavy marks..
Keep your place on the answer sheet.

Make only one mark for each question.

If you change 'your,mind about an answer, erase the

first mark completely.

Example I

I. Which of these figures
is a cirdle?:

a0 b0
Example 2

2. How many sides does
this figure have?

d.

1

F 1 T F
n nn n

a. 1
L L L L

1 A B C 414( ,LE,71 E

b. 2

2 rti CL, Su g

C4 3

d. 4
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1. Which figure is not a quadrilateral?

2. All rhombuses have:

C. d.

a. 4 right angles

b. only 1 pair'of parallel sides

c. no parallel sides

d. all sides, o:,equal length

3. Which figure has 2 pairs of parallel sides?

4. Which figure is a
trapezoid?

a.

5. All quadri.laterals
arc:

d.

a. plane closed figures with opposite angles equal

b. plane closed figures with 5 sides

c. 4-sided closed plane figures with 4 right angles

d. 4-sided closed plane figures

207
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6. Which figure s not a rhombus?

a. b. d.

7. Which figure is a
1para11e1ogram? 4

b

Which figure is
not a trapezoid?

a. b

All quadrilaterals
have:

c.

d.

a. no sides of equal length

b. no sides parallel

c. closed sides

d. 2 sides o'f equal length

10. Which figure has all sides of equal length?

a.



11, Which figure is a parallelogram?

a.

12. All trapezoids are:

13. Which figure is not
- a quadrilateral?

C.

a. plane open figures with 4 sides

h. plane closed 4-sided figures with
opposite sides of equal ,length

c. Tlane closed .4-si.ded figures with
only 1 pair of parallel sides

d. plane closed 4-sided figures with
2 pairs of parallel sides

14. Which figure is a rhombus?

Which figure is not a parallelogram?

a. b.

,139
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:16. J.J.A trapezoids a. 2 sides of equal length

have:

17. .Which drawing has 4 sides?

18.; Which figure is
a rhombus?

a.

b. '2 pairs,of parallel sides

c. all sides of equal length

d. 1 pair of parallel sides

C.

19. All'parallelograms
are:

\

d.

c.I d.

a. quadrilaterals with,all sides of equal length

b. quadrilaterals with 2 pairs of opposite sides'
of equal,length

c. quadrilaterals with all sides of unequal
length

d. quadrilaterals with,only 1 pair of parallel sides

20. Which figure Is a quadrilateral?
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21. Which figure is
not a rhombus?

22. -All parallelograms
have:

C.

a. all sides of equal length
-

b. no sides parallel

c. only 1 pair of parallel sides

d. 2 pairs of parallel sides

23. Which figure has only 1 Pair of parallel:sides?

24. 'Which figure is
a quadrilateral?

b.

25. All rhombuses are:

e.

a. quadrilaterals with 4 right angles

b. quadrilaterals with only 1 pair of sides
of equal length

c. parallelograms with all:sides of.equal length

d. parallelograms with all angles equal
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26. :Whichfigure Is
hot-a parallelogram?

b.

27. Which figure is
a trapezoid?.

L.

28.

a.

C.

Which figure is not a trapezoid?

a.

r-
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